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1. It is a well-known fact [1] that the 50(3) non-linear u-model with Lagrangian

density

i' (1)
n2 = 1, fo '• coupling constant,

describes the long range (or low energy) behaviour of the antiferromagnetic (AF)

Heisenberg model with the Harailtonian

(2)

where J» > 0 and the summation {:", j) is over nearest neighbourhood. This Cagrangian

has a number of peculiar properties, e.g.,' existence of solitons [l] and the possibility of

adding a topological term to change the spin of the solitons [2]. Also, this Lagrangian

is of some interest because of its relevance to high Tc superconductivity [3-7]. I will

review briefly all these aspects in what follows. In particular I will comment on the

derivation of the topological term from the AF Heisenberg model [8-11]. I argue that

the presence of the topological Chern-Simons term is irrelevant (for regular gauge

field configurations). A brief introduction to the ideal anyon gas approach to high Ts

superconductivity concludes this talk [12-14].

2. Solitons in SO{3) non-linear c-model

The Lagrangian L (in 2+1 dimensions), eq.(l), can be rewritten as follows

(3)

For stationary (time independent) and finite energy solution, we change the n fields to
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(complex) W-field by using stereogtaphic projection. We have

+ 1 '
2W

_
3 "

Then the energy

can be rewritten as follows

(5)

T)2 \\
aw_
dz

(6)

by changing the coordinates i and y to complex coordinates: z = x + iy and z ~ x- iy.

It is an easy matter to prove that the current

is conserved. We have

r.mi — — c o . .n • (c/j^ii x vn\n — u. t o I

because d,ji is perpendicular to n: n • d^n = ^d^n)2 = 0, and so dltn, dun and d,,n

should be linear dependent (in three dimensions). Here we proved the conservation of

the current J'4 without using any equation of motion. We call this current a topological

current. The topological charge

Q ---- f Jnd2x = ~ / tij» • (^n x djiOd2!,

is quantized. It describes the winding number of the mapping

By using the stereographic projection and changing the coordinates x and y to
i

complex coordinates as before, Q can be rewritten as

2

dz\

From eqs.(6) and (11), we have the relation

(tl)

The equality is achieved if the tV-field satisfies either

dW 3W
—- = 0 or — - = 0,
dz dz

(12)

(13)

i.e., W is either an analytic or anti-analytic function. In terms of the n-fields, it is just

the condition

Sin — ±tijdtn x djti. (14)

All solutions to eq.(!3) or eq.(l4) give (local) minima for the energy. These solu-

tions are called solitons. Two simple solitons were given as

W = z or W = g, (15)

which have topological charges Q — ±1.

In a quantum theory, these solitons can be quantized as anyons \l\- they are miil.iier

bosons nor Fermions. They have fractional spins—neither integers (bosons) nor h;ilf
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integers (fennions). Here we should add a topologicat Hopf term to the original

Lagrangian |2]. Nevertheless this topological Hopf term is non-local in terms of the n~

fields. To describe this term more elegantly we would like to go to another equivalent,

CPl representation of the SO(3) non-linear e-model.

3 . CPl model and tbe abclian Chero-Simons term

Introducing two complex fields z\ and zj: z = I I with constraint z*z —

[«i|2 + l^ l 2 = 1- They are related with the n-Belds as follows

n = z+oz, (Ifi)

where a = (01,02,03) are Pauli matrices. This representation has a (local) (/(I) gauge

invariants,

z->*-<"z. (17)

The Lagrangian for -̂f̂ elds is

To

where we have introduced a gauge potential Alt and the covariant derivative

If we assume no kinetic term for A,t, it can be solved to yield

Afi — xz o^z = i\z^Oftz\ + z^o'/tZ?)'

By substituting this Alx into U, one gets

2

(18)

(10)

(20)

(21)

which is exactly the Lagrangian L, eq.(l).

It is easy to imagine that one can add a U(l) Chern-Simotis term to V:

AT' /'"/1 A F (22)

where FVI, = dvAp — dpAv. Being defined on S3, this Chern-Simons term is gauge

invariant by itself. So the coefficient g^y is not quantized by topological arguments.

Nevertheless if we consider other closed 3-mamfolds with nontrivial topology, the co-

efficient should be quantized [15, 16], like

a k
~-= = —, K : an integer,
87rJ 4w

(23)

if defined on Sl x S2. The argument goes as follows. Considering a (time independent}

gauge field configuration with

we have

9W aw
HI

by changing to complex coordinates.

Now consider a gauge transformation

z - . « - • "<•»* ,

(24)

(25)

(2V,\



with the condition Ct(- oo) -; 0 and ti(-fco) = 2nm (m is an integer), we have*

lii

o
= —5 * 2-nm x 27rQ,

(27)

This variation should be an integer multiple of 27r, So we have the quantization condi-

tion

— = - , * : an integer. (28)

Because of the topological nature of the Chern-Simons term, one can argue that

the elementary excitation of V +- AL' has fractional spin. Nevertheless I doubt the

equivalence between the Chern-Simons term action and the Hopf invariant because of

the dependence on the gauge choice as we shall see more clearly from the next section.

4. Arranging the two complex fields Z\. and Zi into an SU(2) matrix, like |6, 17]

(29)

(30)

(31)

*i J
A gauge transformation acting on ^l and z% gives

-ia 0
0 ei.

By a lengthy but straightforward calculation, we have

From MI.(31) one sees that the SU[2) WZW term (the winding number) can be identi-

fied with the abelian Chern-Simons term. From this identification one sees very clearly

d^Ay - 8yAx) + A^d.A,).
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* Mere we write A/ / as AL' = ^

that the Chern-Simons term is not gauge invariant because the WZW term is mil guugo

invariant. In fact, by Gaussian decomposition |18j, every SU('i) group element can bo

written as
W

where g(W) is a special SU(2) group element. By explicit computation we have

- 0.

(32)

(33)

Hut generically the winding number is non-zero. (Remenber that ^3(5f/(2)) = Z.)

The identification between [SU{2)) WZW term and the abelian Chern-Simons

term is significant. It shows explicitly that the Chern-Simons term is a topological

invariant. From gauge invariant argument one sees that the adding of this Chen-Simons

is irrelevant because for any (regular) gauge configuration it gives a contribution of

integer multiple of 2* to the action.

Now I would like to point out why we failed to derive this topological term in the

effective Lagrangian of AF from lattic model, eq.(2) [8-ll|. The first reason is that

this term is always an integer multiple of 2n. So it is effectively zero. The second

reason is that the representation of SU(2)/U(l) coset space used in the coherent state

representation of the partition fuction is just g(W) [18]. This gives a vanishing Hopf

invariant (or Chcrn-Sitnons term, or WZW term, as different pt.ople called it differently)

as one can see from eq.(33).

The main motivation to study the SO(3) non-linear ff-mosiel was to study the

properties of excitations in the AF model. Nevertheless we failed to derive the Chern-
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Simons term in the effective action. We go even further to conclude that the addition of

the Chern-sitnons term to the Lagrangian is irrelevant. Nevertheless there is a loop-hole

in our arguments. Probably what is important is singular gauge field configurations,

like monopole gauge field (in the disguise if one uses just one coordinate patch for the

two sphere),

5. Ideal awyon gas and 2-dlmensional superconductivity

If two dimensions are the very starting point for the theory of high Ta superconduc-

tivity, one would like to study in detail some models specific to two dimensions. As it

was well established, anyons exist and only exist in two dimensions. So the ideal anyon

gas would be a good system to study. In this section Iwill briefly review the paper of

Chen, Wilczek, Witten and Halperin entitled "On Anyon Superconductivity." They

suggest to study in detail the ideal anyon gas system because this seemingly simple

problem is actually not simple. They demonstrated by (mean field) approximate calcu-

lation that the existence of anyon gas readily leads to (2-dimensional) superfludity (or

superconductivity if the anyon is charged). Before doing this I would like to mention

two important problems:

l). How this ideal anyon gas system can be derived from microscopic models (not

just the AF model) of interacting "electrons"?

2). Experiments seem suggesting that a purely two-dimcnsitial system does not

show superconductivity with high Tn. So it is also an important problem liow to

extend this new mechanism of two-dimensional (anyon) su|>pr<ondu< livily to thrro-

diuuMisional (non-anyon) superconductivity.

To begin with, let us start from the free llarniltonian for N non-iritrractinn identical
anyons

(34)

where the wavefunction^fxi, • • • ,Xn) should be multi-valued in order to be a wave-

function of a system of N identical anyons. If 0 — jr(l — \jn) (the parameter for anyon '

statistics), one can use a single valued wavefunction *

where z,, = xtl +iya. Then we have

(36)

where

,.<H ^"

» fc\*T-*tf
(38)

Amusingly enough, this Hamiltonian H can also be derived from the Lagrangian for

a system of free particles coupled with an abelian gauge field with only Chem-Simons

term as its kinetic energy

L = \_t {-m(5(x,,)2 +e[-At(x,,) + dtx,, • A(xu)}

(39)

This run easily be proved by fixing the gauge

A,(x) = 0,

d-A(x) =0,
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and solving A(x) in terms of x,,. See [12] for details.

Secondly, for very large n we can use a mean field approximation. That is, we can

decompose the gauge field A(x) into two parts

A(x) = A(x)+A(x),.

A(x) = -bz x r,
(41)

where b = ~^- and j> is the mean density of anyons. We assume that A is small

compared with A. Then we can treat the terms involving A in the Hamiltonian H as

perturbations. The quantum mechanical problem with the Hamiltonian

— - I ' e A l x ^ , (42)

can easily be solved and it leads to Landau levels

.£[ = (/ + - ) — = (t + -)wc. (43)
£i Tn L

All anyons fill just the first re Landau level by simple degeneracy counting. So we have

a good ground state. Perturbation with this ground state leads to some interesting

physical results (in particular, superconductivity if anyon is charged).

Thirdly, because of t!ie presence of this mean gauge field, translational invariance

is broken, i.e. [P i :/'jj / 0. However, the original Hamiltonian, eq.(34), dors possess

transliitional invariance. The resolution of this paradox (between microscopic and

macroscopic description) leads these authors to postulate another massless boson, and

then follow some interesting discussions. The interested readers can see [l'2--14) for

further and detailed discussions.
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